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In the beginning (early 1980s)



A few years later (late 1980s)

NUREG-1150 reports the CDFs 
from internal events, fires, and 
seismic events separately



More recently (mid 1990s-present)

10 CFR 50.48(c): June, 2004

GL 88-20, Supp. 4: June, 1991



Heterogeneity Sources: PSA-to-PSA

Besides design and operational differences
• Different study purposes
• Different analysts (and organizations)
• Relevant to single plant studies as well as fleet-level 

studies
– Formal reviews with alternate models and estimates (common 

for early studies)
– Licensee vs SPAR models

“The Board adopted risk estimates calculated by the NRC 
Staff/Sandia National Laboratory rather than those 
obtained in the Indian Point Probabilistic Safety Study 
(IPPSS) because (I) the Board considers estimate obtained 
based on the Maximum Likelihood Principle more realistic 
and less intuitive than those obtained using Bayes' 
Theorem, and (2) the Board found the Staff/Sandia 
modeling to more closely represent the Indian Point 
plants than the IPPSS modeling.”

- ASLB, 10/24/83



Heterogeneity Sources: Within-PSA

• Multiple hazards => multiple disciplines
– Different states of knowledge and practice (maturity)
– Different technical cultures, varying views

• Important phenomena, what needs to be modeled explicitly
• Accepted approaches
• Uncertainty and risk

• Limited project resources
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Heterogeneity Examples: Issue Importance

• Seismic risk: the 2:00 AM test
• External flooding

– Screening (ASME/ANS PRA Standard, 2008): “these 
[external flooding PRA] approaches … have usually 
shown that the contribution to CDF is insignificant.”

– Scope

U.S. image from www.nps.gov



Heterogeneity Examples: Accepted Approaches

• Problem framing
– Modeling: success/failure vs. behavior/performance
– Quality requirements from purpose: decision support vs. 

scientific understanding

• Treatment of “data gaps”
– Extrapolation beyond historical record
– “Space for time” tradeoffs
– Value of limited tests
– Role of expert elicitation

• Views of other fields

“Significantly higher levels of 
conservative bias can exist in external 
hazards, LPSD, and internal fire PRAs. 
These biases can result from several 
factors, including the unique 
methods or processes and the inputs 
used in these PRAs as well as the 
scope of the modeling.”

- NUREG-1855, Rev. 1



Heterogeneity Examples: Uncertainties and Risk

• Problem framing
– Risk definitions: hazard, expected consequence, {scenarios, 

consequences, likelihoods}, {threats, vulnerabilities, 
consequences}, …

– Uncertainty “types” and treatment: parameter, model, 
completeness

– Characterization: probability vs. other measures
• Use and degree of conservatism in analyses

– Safety factors
– Conditional (or “worst case”) analyses

• Representation of community views
– Ensemble modeling
– “Community distribution” (SSHAC)



Is Heterogeneity Reducible?

• Positive trends
– Increasing attention to issue (benchmark studies, guidance)
– Increasing acceptance of PSA in context of risk-informed decision 

making (within other technical communities)
• Need to make decision => need to express what we know in a form that 

supports decision making
• Approaches to deal with “data gaps” 

• However
– Many sources are inherent
– Other sources are hard to change
– Technical details matter
– R&D may improve understanding without reducing heterogeneity



Heterogeneity and RIDM

• Actual and/or perceived 
biases resulting from 
heterogeneity could lead to:
– incorrect risk profiles and an 

incorrect focus of attention
– sub-optimal decisions
– loss of confidence in PSA and 

RIDM
• Quantitative degree of bias is difficult/impossible to  

objectively quantify (see paper on fire PRA maturity and 
conservatism - ML17089A537)



Living with Heterogeneity (1 of 2)

• Fundamental framework
– Decision has to be made with what we know now*
– Risk information needs to be sufficiently realistic for decision at hand (no 

important intentional biases)
• Implementation

– Subjective (“Bayesian”) probability: π(CDF|H) quantifies state of knowledge about 
CDF, given evidence H

– Total CDF is the sum of the contributing CDFs

– Mathematics for combining π(CDFi|H) are relatively routine, independent of spread
– Implications of results not always understood

• Poten al for “meaningless means” (“expected” ≠ expected)
• Very large contributor uncertain es ≠> large uncertain es in total

*Of course, one decision option can be to improve our knowledge base.



Living with Heterogeneity (2 of 2)

• New NRC guidance for risk-informed decision making under 
uncertainty: NUREG-1855 Rev. 1 (March, 2017)

– Consider all applicable hazards and plant operational states
– Consider varying levels of analysis detail and potential biases
– Consider potential for risk profile distortion (“masking”) and effects on 

guideline exceedance, importance measures, etc.
– Provide results and insights for contributors as well as total



Project Path Forward - Questions

• Wait until lessons from other, ongoing guidance development activities 
are fully digested?

• Develop tools and guidance to help decision makers (DMs) in their 
considerations?
– Tools to help DMs interpret and synthesize contributor results and insights?
– Additional guidance on completeness uncertainty (e.g., for relevant hazards, 

POSs not treated in the PSA)?
– Guidance on the recognition (encouragement?) and communication of diverse 

views on sources and degrees of bias?
– Basis for tools/guidance?

• Develop statements on biases and uncertainties associated with specific 
hazards and states (analogous to ML17089A537)?


